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In North American culture one encounters a feeling of nostalgia, a sense of “return” which is not
so evident today - and perhaps never was -, but which runs like a subterranean current through
the high culture of the East Coast of the United States and which counts among its ranks writers
and artists like James, Eliot, Pound or Twombly. It is not a revivalist tendency because it does
not re-examine the past, if not as a past longed for or willed, and always perceived as loss, and
therefore desire.

The young Daniel Rothbart also belongs to this list of cultivated intellectuals and has
successfully set out on a cursus honorum - and it is not by chance that I use this out of the way
expression - which brought him, latest among travelers of the grand tour, to Italy, to Naples,
between the Villa of the Mysteries and the Chapel of the Prince of Sansevero. In this stratified
city he founds his objects which his historically cosmopolitan culture fills with meanings, and
frequently esoteric intentions. This search for the hidden, the recondite, that appertaining to
initiation, being none other than the wish to construct himself a mythic memory, profound, part of
the remembrance of the few, like the truths of The Magic Flute.

His sculptures, in fact, are very much like objects: having manageable proportions, calling to
mind instruments which have lost their utility, which await someone who would attempt to use
them, to discover the secret, which before symbolic meaning is symbolic use. The objects,
however, have a material quality which resists meaning: what should be a sphere being a ball, and
what should be a flame being a lantern, or something resembling it. A kind of short-circuit exists
in Rothbart’s works, not so much between sign and symbol, as between object and symbol.
Translated in material form, the symbols which Rothbart uses - which come from a vast culture
departing from the Cabbala and arriving at Rosicrucian alchemy - transform themselves until
becoming if not everyday objects (a Neapolitan “lucky horn” for example), objects with hidden
functions which nevertheless must exist and which, above all, are not limited to aesthetic
function. They are like ancient sculptures but do not belong to any archeology: merely waiting
for some cultural nomad - and Rothbart is such a nomad - to restore the rite by which they can
show the wonders which they enclose.

